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Abstract— Music regulates emotions, alleviating negativity
and promoting positive mental states. Music therapy is widely
used, notably for autistic patients and college students' mental
well-being. College students face high stress, poor sleep, and
reluctance to seek support, making music therapy particularly
suitable. This paper present EMO-Music, which uses
a smartwatch to intervene positively by recognizing
users' emotions and playing music accordingly. It aims to
transform music apps into functional tools for enhanced
therapy. User experiments using the SUS scale are conducted
to evaluate the feasibility of our system.

Keywords—Mental Health; Emotion Recognition; Music
Therapy; Machine Learning; Deep learning; Transformer.

I. INTRODUCTION

Emotion, a crucial aspect of well-being, influences both
physiology and psychology [1]. Models for quantifying
emotions include discrete (e.g., Ekman's six fundamental
emotions) and dimensional frameworks [1-3]. Emotion
recognition relies on cues like facial expressions, vocal
intonations, and physiological signals [1]. Yet, integrating
these methods into daily life remains challenging due to the
complexity of annotating physiological signals [19].

Fig. 1. An illustration ofthe daily use case ofEMO-Music, where a college
student wearing a smartwatch is feeling bad. In this situation, EMO-Music
is aroused and the app pops up, playing suitable music with permission of
the user. Other situations including smart cars, medical recuperation and
toys for children are on the way of EMO-Music’s future development.

Music therapy, a holistic approach, aids various
conditions in diverse settings [4]. It treats schizophrenia,

depression, insomnia, neurosis, and pain management,
yielding positive outcomes.

For music recommendation, various approaches exist:
Gatta et al. used a hypergraph data model [20], Zhang et al.
combined collaborative and content filtering [21]. Regarding
emotional recognition in music, Chaturvedi, V. et al.
reviewed methods but noted a lack of experiments on
changing emotions.

Juan [5] studied emotional state detection using
smartwatches, utilizing 17 features for Random Forest
classification based on specific stimuli. However, this limited
approach doesn't cover diverse real-life scenarios and might
not be the most effective.

Yande Li [6] used sliding windows to enhance feature
extraction for human performance detection from smartwatch
data, employing SVM and KNN.

Lin Shu [7] classified emotions in movie-watching
scenarios using KNN, RF, and DT, achieving high accuracy
but facing similar limitations to Juan's study.

This paper presents EMO-Music, to enhance emotional
detection and utilization in real-life scenarios. It merges
emotion recognition with music therapy using deep neural
networks to identify real-time emotional changes through
physiological signals and recommend tailored music to
enhance emotional states. Our contributions are threefold:

1) We conducted a comprehensive survey to
substantiate the demand for emotion-based music
recommendations, particularly among university students.

2) Leveraging advanced deep learning methodologies, ,
we applied Bidirectional Encoder Representations from
Transformers (BERT) to a novel dataset of physiological
signals. Remarkably, our results surpassed those achieved
through traditional analytical approaches.

3) In practical application, we developed an application
utilizing the Huixin wristwatch platform, which effectively
identifies users' emotional states and subsequently offers
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tailored music recommendations to positively impact their
mood and well-being.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: The first
chapter describes the design of music software, and
introduces the design blueprint. The second chapter shows the
designs of the emotion recognition scheme, which introduces
the data set used in this study, the try of the identification
model, and the analysis of the results. The third part
introduces our preliminary user experiment and puts forward
the conclusions and prospects of the current emotion
recognition scheme. The last chapter is the conclusion of our
whole paper.

II. MUSIC APP DESIGN AND APPLICATION

A. Music App Design
We surveyed college students for insights into preferences

and characteristics. 68 valid data points formed user personas
based on music habits and app usage. These personas are
crucial for designing our service process.

Our tailored questionnaire covered demographics and
music habits. It provided an overview of user behavior

patterns. Positive results confirmed strong music demand
among college students.

Applying emotion recognition enhances music
recommendations, aligning with real-time user needs.
Divided into mobile, watch, and backend, our process begins
by detecting mood changes on the watch, tailoring song
suggestions based on user preferences. Users receive prompts
for recommended songs and can play them on either device.
A music visualization interface enhances the experience. User
interactions influence the algorithm's accuracy, improving
future recommendations.

Mobiles prioritize visual experiences with comprehensive
functions, while watches focus on real-time data acquisition
due to limited hardware. Integrating these elements creates a
smoother user experience, utilizing music as an emotional
tool. This transforms the app into an emotionally engaging
virtual companion, fostering deeper connections and
providing increased emotional value. Enhanced user activity
and repeated use foster a dynamic user profile model.

Fig.2 shows our EMO-Music system Architecture.

Fig. 2. EMO-Music Architecture. When the user needs music therapy and our app is on, raw data (HR, GSR) is captured from the smartwatch and is used in
our deep learning model for emotion detection. Afterward, the emotion result is connected to our music library with certain label and an option ”your emotion
is X, will you play music?” appears on the screen. Finally, if the user choose yes, songs will be played through the mobile phone or the watch.

B. Current Music App Usage
The usage process of the application can be outlined as

follows steps:

1. Activate Bluetooth on your phone and pair it with the
wristwatch using the "HUIXIN WRISTWATCH" app.

2. Open the "emo_music" app and navigate to its
interface.

3. Click "Listen to the music" to retrieve wristwatch-
recorded data for emotion recognition.

4. Confirm the generated emotional label ("Positive,"
"Calm," or "Negative") to open a relevant emotional state
interface.

5. Enjoy emotionally healing music and save preferred
songs to a collection via the heart-shaped button.

6. Use the "Flow Mode" button to easily return to the
main interface when done listening.

7. Access the favorite music list from the main
interface's heart-shaped button for viewing and playback.

8. Easily return to the main emotion recognition
interface using the "Listen to Music" button across these
interfaces.

III. DATA AND MODELS

The dataset, collected by Tsinghua University's
Department of Psychology [8], integrates physiological data
from Huixin wristwatches and psychological data via the
Experience Sampling Method (ESM). It covers heart rate,
exercise status, and skin electricity records (DAPPER),
involving 100+ participants across 5 days, capturing diverse
physiological data.
Participants provided dynamic emotional data through

periodic 5-point scale questionnaires, assessing true self and
state personality. Sentiment potency quantification served as
the primary label for classification.

A. Data Processing
Label data processing: Emotion potency ratings (1-5)

were reclassified into three categories: 1-2 as negative, 3 as
neutral, and 4-5 as positive. Emotion quantification typically
relies on discrete or dimensional models [22][23]. Utilizing
valence from the dimensional model, emotions were
categorized into positive, neutral, and negative.



Sample data processing: Physiological data samples
before and after questionnaire completion (1-minute intervals,
120 samples) were used. Missing values were filled using
mean imputation, potentially impacting model training. Data
normalization (0- 1 range) mitigated participant-based
physiological variations. ECG signals, reflecting emotional
changes, were utilized. Studies indicate a strong correlation
between ECG waveform and emotional valence [25].
Wearable ECG devices, like wristwatches, provide reliable
and minimally intrusive data, aiding emotion recognition
using deep learning techniques

B. Dataset Division and Assessment
Data with significant defects were removed. Data with

missing sample point data that accounted for 25% or more of
the data were considered to have serious defects and were
excluded. A total of 2080 data points met these requirements,
with 1750 data points allocated for training and 330 for testing.
A batch size of 5 was used, and data shuffling was employed
during loading to prevent the trained model from overfitting
to specific participants in the training set.

The dataset offers insights into real-life emotional
physiology, but its limitations include a small size with 2080
usable data points, potentially restricting complex model
training. Additionally, data loss affects 6.07% of samples and
renders 10.1% unusable due to missing labels, while the use
of questionnaires may introduce subjectivity in emotional
analysis, impacting data accuracy

C. Random Forest based Emotion Recognition

Random Forest-based emotion recognition method
employed manual feature extraction, generating 26 features,
and used sklearn for classification. While achieving 73 . 3%
accuracy in athree-category dataset from literature, it notably
dropped to 39.67% in our dataset, possibly due to size
constraints and inherent subjectivity in the test scale.
This approach's heavy reliance on manual feature

extraction, tailored to a different dataset, led to decreased
accuracy. These limitations emphasize the necessity for more
adaptable feature extraction techniques in emotion
recognition.

D. Deep learning-based Emotion Recognition

We turned to deep learning methods [10] for emotion
recognition. We explored various deep learning models,
including CNN[11], RNN[13], LSTM[14] and its variants
[15][16], and BERT. Recognizing the similarity between the
time series classification problem and text classification, we
leveraged deep learning models that have shown promise in
natural language processing (NLP) for comparison.
Table. 1. Accuracies and parameters of different DL models

Model Accuracy parameters
CNN 46.33% 282931

GoogLeNet 49.82% 65831
RNN 48.42% 306051
LSTM 48.77% 787971

LSTM-attention 50% 227843
ResLSTM 52.11% 497923

BERT 70.8% 662961

The experiment results of the models mentioned are listed
in Table.1. and Fig. 5. Considering emotion detecting
accuracy, BERT model reaches over 70%, far better than
other traditional deep learning methods, and the scale of
parameters is tolerable.

We adapted BERT for a time sequence task, modifying
the word element mapping to physiological data,
incorporating token and position embedding to improve
signal position information correlation, and using mask
recovery for missing data which is shown in Fig. 4. In NLP
tasks, position embedding concerns the word position in the
sentence, while in our task, the position embedding is based
on the relative position point index of our selected
physiological data. This method achieved promising results
for emotion recognition.

Fig. 3. Accuracies and parameters of different DL models.

Fig. 4. BERT pretext: mask and recovery.

IV. USER EXPERIMENT

1) We chose the SUS scale [18] as the prototype for this
test because the SUS scale is based on extensive
experimental design and is a globally widely used
comprehensive feasibility evaluation scale. In this test, we
had 36 participants. We aim to assess the usability and
learnability of this design through the SUS scale, summarize
the test results, and prepare for the next iteration. EMO-
Music’s experimental usages are shown in Fig. 5. In the test
experiment, it includes heart rate data measuring, positive
emotion result, negative emotion result and neutral emotion
result.

1) SUS Results:
Overall, the SUS scores mainly ranged from 40 to 60,

indicating that the usability of this design is at a medium level.
Among them, 14 respondents scored above 50 in SUS,



suggesting that they rated the product's usability higher than
other participants.

Fig. 5. EMO-Music’s physical usage experiments.

2) Usability Test Results:
In terms of usability, most respondents' scores ranged

from 35 to 55. Among them, 8 respondents scored relatively
high (above 50) in usability, believing that the product
performed relatively well in terms of functional
implementation, operational logic, and interactive design.

3) Learnability Test Results:
The scores for learnability are generally low. Since

wristwatches are electronic products that people use less
frequently, and the process of using hardware and software
in tandem can be complex, there might be a learning curve
for new users with this design.

In conclusion, we should consider optimizing the
learnability aspect more in the future, adding clearer
guidance, tutorials, or onboarding processes to help new
users familiarize themselves with the product faster.
Although the SUS test results were not high, looking at the
results from question one, collecting human body data
through wristwatch hardware and optimizing software usage
in real-time through emotion recognition data still has a high
demand.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we preset EMO-Music, a novel music
interaction software to meet the daily psychological therapy
needs of college students. Drawing upon data from young
college students, a specialized model was trained and
integrated into the designed interaction system. In addition to
conceptual design and model application, we have also
conducted a small-scale preliminary user test, receiving
relatively positive feedback. Our primary contribution lies in
introducing a novel concept: utilizing physiological data for
emotion recognition and subsequently providing services.
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